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Abstract 

The various communities in Lebanon genetically differentiated prior to the establishment of 

today’s religions. While evolving primarily within Lebanon, these communities have been 

influenced by local isolation as evident by their Y-haplogroup distributions. Additional genetic 

analyses of the Mount Lebanon and surrounding communities may provide details related to the 

origin and the migration time and routes of this mountainous community and how it evolved 

within the region. We used Y chromosome and whole genome autosomal data from Mount 

Lebanon and other surrounding communities to trace the migratory pattern that may have led to 

the genetic isolation and autosomal clustering in the mountainous regions of Lebanon. We 

observed individual clustering indicating that the Y chromosome L1b Levantine STR cluster 

branches each were around 5,000 years old, and shared a common ancestor 7,300 years ago that 

had immigrated to the Levant from the Caucasus. Both descriptive statistics and admixture 

modelling suggest that North Lebanese Mountain Maronites bear a distinctive ancestral Fertile 

Crescent genetic component far above every other population in the region. The qpAdm 

admixture model results are very consistent with the L1b results identifying an admixture event 

into the North Lebanese Mountain populations that originated in more northern populations, 

which was a much more recent event than the early basal expansion suggested by qpGraph. We 

believe that the Levantine L1b group split from the Caucasus around 7,300 years ago and 

migrated to the Levant. Differential religious adaption by populations from the North Lebanese 

Mountains are clearly aligned with the L1b haplotype STR haplogroup clusters, indicating pre-

existing and persistent cultural barriers marked by the transmission of L1b lineages. Our findings 

highlight the value of uniparental haplogroups and STR haplotypes in probing historical events 

among these populations. 
  



Introduction 

Many of the early archaeologists and researchers who undertook archaeological and historical 

studies on Mount Lebanon believed that it was either not occupied, or very sparsely populated up 

until the conquest Arab-Muslim in the 7th century CE1; 2.  Currently, there are no written 

historical documents describing the populations that may have occupied Mount Lebanon during 

the Iron or Bronze Ages or before.  Apart from the name Amurru which, in the first millennium 

BCE, was used to designate a geographical area in the north of hinterland modern-day Lebanon, 

and its inhabitants (Amorites), there is no other reference to the inhabitants of the Lebanese 

mountains and / or their territory in the Iron Age3; 4.  

In the first millennium AD, Roman historians, such as Strabo, Pliny and Flavius Josephus 

referred to the inhabitants of Mount Lebanon as Itureans5-7 describing  them as mountain bandits 

occupying a rugged terrain that was impossible to cultivate and living in shelters underground 

and in caves along with their livestock.  

Many of the twentieth century archaeologists and geographers who investigated the question of 

the inhabitants of the mountains of Lebanon and the nature of its human occupation also 

concluded that it was an unpopulated region during Antiquity and that would have been visited 

only by loggers and hunters1; 8. 

Today, active archaeological research is under way investigating the question of the occupation 

of mountainous and rural areas of Lebanon, attempting to provide some answers.  Recent 

archaeological findings of some of the isolated sites in Mount Lebanon show evidence of human 

occupation since at least the Bronze age (3,200 BCE).  Evidence of agglomerations and 

fortifications from the Bronze and Iron Age are very common in Mount Lebanon9. Further, a 

considerable number of inhabited sites and sanctuaries dating to the Roman (64 BCE-391/2 CE) 



and the Proto-Byzantine (391/2 – 635 CE) periods dot the Lebanese mountains from north to 

south10. These sites, covering a large chronological range (from the Bronze Age to the early Arab 

Muslim conquest), depict an intense use of the mountainous territories as agricultural, trade and 

cult centers.  

 

Today Mount Lebanon is mostly inhabited by the Maronite and Druze communities. The 

Maronites represent the oldest and most dominant Christian branch within Lebanon and has been 

occupying Mount Lebanon since the late 6th century CE11-13. The Maronites draw their name 

from the Syrian Monastery that was built to honor the pious Marun or Maro, who lived, 

according to Maronite church historians, in the early 6th century on the banks of the Orontes, 

between Emesa and Apamea13; 14. 

We have previously shown, based on Y-chromosome and mitochondrial DNA analyses, that 

religious communities genetically differentiated prior to the establishment of religions15-17. We 

also showed that these communities, while evolving primarily within Lebanon, have been 

influenced by local isolation as evident by their Y-haplogroups distributions18-20. The over-

representation of haplogroup L1b-M317 among the Maronites of Mount Lebanon and the near 

total absence of this haplogroup from the rest of the Lebanese and surrounding populations 

irrespective of their religious backgrounds calls for further analyses to answer what factors 

created such strong genetic stratification. 

Additional genetic analyses of the Mount Lebanon and surrounding communities focusing 

primarily on haplogroup L1b-M317 may provide details related to the origin and the migration 

time and routes of this mountainous community and how it evolved within the region.  



In this study, we selected populations that may have contributed genetic admixture to the Lebanese 

population in general and to Mount Lebanon in particular. Throughout ancient and modern history, 

Lebanon has been the site for multiple events that were associated with major human mobility. 

Large scale population movement  have been occurring  in and out of Lebanon since the rule of 

the Babylonians and Assyrians, and continued through the Roman and Ottoman rules. These 

population movements must have certainly led to noticeable gene flow. While the most recent 

genetic admixture events are likely to be more readily detectable and have indeed contributed 

genetically their impact alone is not significant enough to explain the observed genetic diversity 

and its patterns observed in the modern population that occupied Lebanon today, especially the 

populations of Mount Lebanon. We used Y chromosome data from Mount Lebanon and other 

surrounding communities, including populations from Arabia, Armenia, Caucasus, Greece, Italy, 

Levant, Mesopotamia, and Turkey, as well as autosomal data primarily from communities in Mt 

Lebanon and from Beirut, to trace the migratory pattern that may have led to this pattern of L1b 

distribution and the autosomal clustering in the mountainous regions of Lebanon. We also sought 

to investigate the reasons for the isolation of haplogroup L1b-M317 as well as the autosomal 

clustering within the Maronite community of Mount Lebanon and whether this haplogroup can be 

associated with the first inhabitants of the mountain that later became Maronites. 

 

Material and Methods 

Populations and samples  

 

 



The new samples collected for this study were selected based on analysis of their historic, ethnic, 

and geographical context and were actively collected in the field. A total of 2,944 samples were 

genotyped for Y SNPs and markers in our laboratory and analyzed; these included Lebanese 

(1,403), Iranians (416), Syrians (552), Cypriotes (166), Kuwait (42), and  Palestinians (365). In 

addition, comparative data from Turkey (452 samples), Armenia (1,010 samples), Iran (104 

samples), Kuwait (117samples), Libya (175 samples) and the Caucasus (1,525) were obtained 

from published sources18; 19; 21-26 making a total of 6,327 samples (Supplementary Table 1). 

Samples gathered for autosomal analysis were primarily collected from Beirut communities and 

include 43 samples from the Ashrafieh Greek Orthodox community, 35 from Shiia community 

members, and 48 Sunni members.  53 Mount Lebanon Maronite samples were drawn from the 

Northern Mount Lebanon.  Samples were also collected from Armenia (61), Cyprus (16), Iran 

(148), Iraq (50), Jordan (43), Syria (71), Turkey (39), Ukraine (3) (Supplementary Table 2). 

The study participants recruited by our team had three generations of paternal ancestry and 

detailed information on their geographical origin and religious group or religious affiliation. 

They all signed an informed consent form approved by the IRB of the Lebanese American 

University. 

For our STR analyses and in order to have a balanced representation of the L1b Haplogroup 

among the various regions we included, in addition to our samples (2,537), 128 L1b samples 

from key comparative regions (Caucasus, Turkey, Iran, Italy and Greece) from published work27 

and online available data from Family Tree DNA  (Supplementary Table 4).  



Finally, for the L1b analyses the study samples were divided into regions (10 in total) according 

to their geographic distribution (Supplementary Table 5).  The North Lebanese Mountain 

Maronites (NLMM) represent the Maronite community in the Northern Lebanese Mountains.  

 

Genotyping  

DNA was extracted from buccal swab or blood samples. DNA from buccal swabs was extracted 

using phase lock gel (Qiagen, USA) and phenol and from blood using 

phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol and subsequently precipitated in ethanol. SNP genotyping 

was done with the Applied Biosystems 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System with a set of 

custom Y-chromosomal binary marker assays (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The Y-chromosomal 

STR loci were amplified using the Y-filerTM PCR Amplification kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and analyzed on an Applied Biosystems 3130xl Genetic Analyzer. L1b-M317 was assigned by 

its terminal M317 SNP that classically defines L1b in the 2011 ISOGG tree 

(https://isogg.org/tree/2011/ISOGG_HapgrpL11.html ).  

For the autosomal genotypes, samples were processed on the Infinium Omni Express-24 v1.2 

Bead Chip, or the Human 1M-duo v3.0 array. Published ancient DNA data was used 

representing samples28 from Anatolia_ChL (1), Anatolia_N (24), Armenia_ChL (5), 

Armenia_EBA (3), Armenia_MLBA (9), Iran_ChL (5), Iran_LN (1), Iran_N (5), Levant_BA (3), 

Levant_N (13), Natufian (6), Steppe_EMBA (28), Steppe_Eneolithic (3), Steppe_MLBA (22), 

details are provided in Supplementary Table 6.  Other samples included Mbuti.DG (3)29, and 

1000 Genome Project samples GBR (91), CEU (99), FIN (99), GIH (103), and IBS (107)30.   

Analyses 

https://isogg.org/tree/2011/ISOGG_HapgrpL11.html


NETWORK 5 (Fluxus-Engineering: http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/) was applied to 

determine a reduced median network of L1b STR haplotypes by using a reduction threshold of 131. 

These networks were constructed with the 13 Y-STRs common to all samples DYS19, DYS389i, 

DYS389b, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DYS393, DYS437, DYS438, DYS439, DYS448, Y-

GATA-H4, DYS456 (Supplementary Table 5).  

Arlequin 3.532 was applied to compute RST distances between populations.  Euclidean distances 

between individual STR genotypes were clustered via UPGMA and plotted via heatmap in R 

3.5.033 (https://www.r-project.org/).  BATWING 34 was employed to compute TMRCAs for the 

main branches (which, on the assumption that they contain undiscovered unique event 

polymorphisms, we termed UEPs) identified in the NETWORK analysis, and the L1b 

haplogroup, run both on L1b samples alone, as well as together with all haplogroups in our 

dataset. Mutation rates were derived from multiple estimates, with Zhivotovsky’s evolutionary 

and three pedigree based42-45 tabulations.  Generation times were assumed to be 25 years for the 

evolutionary rates, and 30 years for the others. 

Autosomal Analyses 

We applied EIGENSOFT35 for principal component analysis, ADMIXTURE36, qpGraph37, and 

qpAdm38 to these sets (Supplementary Tables 2 & 6).  Inbreeding coefficients were computed 

first using PLINK39 ver 1.090b4.5 (25 Jul 2017), computing 𝐹𝐻𝑂𝑀 = (𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀 −𝑂𝐻𝑂𝑀)/(𝐿 −

𝐸_𝐻𝑂𝑀), where 𝐿 is the number of genotyped autosomal SNPs, 𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀 is the expected 

homozygous genotypes, and 𝑂𝐻𝑂𝑀 is the observed count of homozygous autosomal genotypes 

reported by PLINK.  Second, inbreeding coefficients based on runs of homozygosity were 

computed from PLINK ver 1.90b6.10 (17 Jun 2019), computing 𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻 = 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻/𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂 where 

𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻 is the total length of ROH covered by the genotyped SNPs estimated by PLINK, and 𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂 

http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/
https://www.r-project.org/


is the length of the autosomes covered by the genotyped SNPs, which was 2,780,358 (caveat: 

while centromeres represent very distinctive and unsampled regions that are not typically 

sampled or characterized in ROH, statistics regarding sizes are not characterized for the same 

reasons; they were not excluded in the estimates of 𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂).  PLINK parameters for ROH were --

homozyg-kb=300, --homozyg-snp=50, --maf=0.05.  Results were displayed using violin plots40 

available in the ggplot collection41 in R33. 

 

Results 

Haplogroup distribution and frequencies. 

Frequencies of haplogroup L1b were obtained from 10 different populations (Supplementary Table 

1). The L1b haplogroup frequencies were the highest in Lebanon reaching 3.06%, followed by 

Turkey (2.88%) and Armenia (1.09%) (Figure 1, Table 1). Libya, Syria and the Caucasus had the 

lowest frequencies, at 0.57%, 0.54%, and 0.52% respectively.  Within Lebanon (Supplementary 

Table 3b), the L1b haplogroup was significantly more frequent in the Maronite community of 

Northern Mount Lebanon (NLMM) than any other community in Lebanon or any other group 

tested in the region (2 tests, p<0.05), consistent with previous results by our group15. The L1b 

haplogroup was significantly more present in the Maronites (6.4%) compared to the general 

Lebanese population (3%). Out of the 43 L1b haplogroups found in Lebanon, 34 of them were 

Maronites from the North Lebanese Mountains. 

 

Network, Clustering, and MDS Analysis 



We assessed the distribution of the L1b haplogroup through STR network analysis by observing 

the geographic distribution of the L1b STR haplotypes.  NETWORK results are shown in Figure 

2.  This NETWORK has three heavily localized branches that shared a common root from the L1b 

network in general. To these three branches, virtual UEP (unique event polymorphism) labels 

UEP2, UEP3, and UEP4 were assigned. UEP2 was comprised almost entirely of NLMM, but 

includes two Italians, while UEP3 and UEP4 were comprised of individuals broadly distributed 

over all of Lebanon. 

The NETWORK computation was cross-checked by application of UPGMA clustering based on 

Euclidean distances between individual sample STRs, and plotted on a heat map, shown in Figure 

3.  Sidebar colors correspond to the NETWORK population colormap described above.   The three 

virtual UEP groups identified by NETWORK are largely confirmed by the Euclidean distance 

UPGMA clustering.  The UPGMA clusters agree with NETWORK in also indicating these clusters 

split relatively early in the history of L1b, though they are all primarily found in Lebanon.  One 

interesting difference is that one of the Italians that reduce median network analysis placed in 

UEP2 was not associated with UEP2 haplotypes by UPGMA clustering by Euclidian distances.  

Turkish and Greek L1b haplotypes also tend to be marked by a distinct division among L1b STR 

genotypes compared to the other branches, also reflected in the NETWORK structure.  The 

Arlequin RST population differences were subject to UPGMA  (Figure 4) and MDS clustering 

(Figure 5).  The UPGMA RST clustering separates the population groups identified in the Euclidean 

distance UPGMA clustering between individuals in the heatmap.  Individuals tend to break into 3 

major sub-clusters, with some mixing between populations.  The RST statistics reflect the similarity 

among individuals in these branches, accounting for admixture affinities.  The 

Greek/Caucasus/Turkish cluster emerges clearly in both clusters.  The RST grouping of populations 



included non-NLMM Lebanon, Syria as the “Levant.”   The MDS analysis in 2D showed relatively 

poor STRESS (0.178) and R2 (0.406) suggesting that the data are not well represented in a simple 

2D plot.  Nevertheless, the samples do reflect the organization of the UPGMA clustering, except 

that MDS appears to reflect the Reduced Median network for placing the Egypt sample over the 

UPGMA RST clustering. 

 

Time and place of origin of L1b branches 

We used BATWING to investigate timing of isolating or group splits while taking into 

consideration admixture events and immigration. In estimating times of split, BATWING will 

assign times based on dates of last admixture events, even when limited gene flow is involved 

(by immigration or admixture), thus it may significantly reduce split time estimates. For that 

reason, this report focused on TMRCA times of UEPs to mark expansion events. 

BATWING computations were performed to estimate the ages of UEP2, UEP3, and UEP4, their 

combination, and L1b.  UEP1 is the union of 2, 3, and 4, and represents a cluster of identifiably 

Lebanese L1b haplotypess.  Table 2a displays estimates based only on L1b samples.  The TMRCA 

for the whole measures the age of L1b.  Table 2 b applied BATWING to the general set of all 

haplogroups, with UEP5 marking L1b in this analysis.     BATWING estimates for the virtual 

UEPs are each around 4.6-5 ky.  They shared a common ancestor around 7.3ky.  We computed the 

age of L1b in two ways.  First, using only L1b haplotypes, BATWING identified an overall 

TMRCA of around 11ky old.  When combined with other haplogroups for a more representative 

population, UEP5 was assigned to mark L1b chromosomes (M317).  This showed a TMRCA of   

around 10.6ky old.  UPGMA on individual Euclidean distances does not suggest an oldest region, 



though the NETWORK reduced median plot suggests a center of radiation with the Caucasus near 

the center.  The Caucasus haplotypes are distributed over a majority of the branches. 

 

 

 

Autosomal Analyses 

 

We applied eigenstrat for PCA, ADMIXTURE, qpGraph, and qpAdm to samples in 

supplementary Table 2 & 6 as well as a selected 1000 genome data sets with Mbuti samples.   

PCA results, computed with least-squares projections, are shown in Figure 6.  Figure 6a 

highlights the samples sharing the most information with the principal component.  The PCA  

shows the North Lebanese Mountain Maronite samples strongly localized in the upper-left 

quadrant, Iranian and Iraqi samples in the upper-right quadrant, Jordanian, Syrian samples with 

some Iraqis in the lower quadrant.  In the middle top, Armenian, just above ancient Steppes 

groups and Ukraine, mix into Iraqi samples, then Turkish, and Iranian samples moving from 

center to right.  Moving from top center towards the left yields Cyprus and other Lebanese 

Christians, and the tail of the North Lebanese Mountain Maronite samples.  Mutual information, 

augmented by the sign, between two normal factors 𝐴 and 𝐵, shown in Figure 6b, was computed 

as 𝐼𝐴𝐵 = −sgn(𝜌𝐴𝐵) ln√1 − 𝜌𝐴𝐵
2   (Supplementary Information).  In this case, we consider 

shared information between principal component as 𝐴 and individual scaled and centered 

genotypes as 𝐵.  The information scaling in Figure 6b suggests that the principal components are 

dominated by inter-regional genetic variations.  PC1 is primarily Iranian.  PC2 carries Syrian, 

Jordanian, Lebanese Shiia and Sunni.  Turkey, Steppes, and Armenia project to the origin 

suggesting little shared information between their variation and PCs 1 and 2.   Most of the 



NLMM samples share information with both PC1 and PC2, but are anti-correlated with the 

others, while a scattering of Iranian samples share information with PC2.   

ADMIXTURE at K=5, shown in Figure 7 identified basal populations among Natufians, 

Steppe_EMBA and Anatolia_N.  North Lebanese Mountain Maronites appears to be dominated 

by an ancient component, colored pale blue, that is widespread across the Fertile Crescent 

populations.  Another component heavily represented among Iranian samples, colored green, is 

also widespread throughout the more modern Fertile Crescent populations, is represented in 

Armenia in most modern DNA samples.  Anatolia_N is marked by an ancestral population by 

yellow, and shows no Iranian genetic contributions, while Turkey shows significant admixture.  

Lastly, Natufians are identified as an ancient population marked by dark blue, which shows up in 

low contributions to modern Lebanese populations, North Lebanese Mountain Maronites least of 

all, though Syria and Jordan show contributions.   

Since North Lebanese Mountain Maronites showed such a distinctive position in the PCA and 

such a high ancestral population in the ADMIXTURE analysis, we sought to understand whether 

this was a highly isolated population, or could be explained by modern admixture.  Two very 

simple candidate hypotheses were constructed with qpGraph, one with North Lebanese Mountain 

Maronites deriving primarily from Africa (sharing a common ancestor with Mbutti.DG), with 

modern admixtures, and the other graph representing an admixture from other neighboring 

ancient populations.  qpGraph tests yielded a z-score of 96.3 for an admixture of nearby 

populations producing North Lebanese Mountain Maronites, while an African rooted placement 

yielded a z-score of 18.98.  This seems to support the North Lebanese Mountain Maronites 

isolation on the PCA plot, as well as an ancestral status, however its best fit deriving Anatolia_N 

as a strong admixture between North Mount Lebanon Maronites and a proto-Anatolia is 



contradictory to ADMIXTURE.  Further, while the z-score is much better for an ancestral 

African root than modern, the regression shows highly significant deviation from expected 

sampling variation.  To test whether such a strong ancestral isolation is supported taking 

advantage of information from other immigration events that qpAdm affords and which qpGraph 

does not use, qpAdm was used to test North Lebanese Mountain Maronites as an admixture of 

Levant_N, Iran_N, and Armenia. qpAdm was also used to test LNMM as an admixture of 

Levant_N, Iran_N, and Armenia_ChL. These were tested using GBR as the (right-hand) base 

and FIN, CEU, GIH, and IBS as terminal migration samples (right-hand samples).  The 

Armenia_ChL model scored a p-value of 0.0290, while the modern Armenia model scored 

0.3510, indicating that North Lebanese Mountain Maronites can be described by admixtures of 

recent populations, and such cannot be excluded.  The admixture coefficients for this model were 

0.773 ± 0.034 for Armenia, 0.216 ± 0.023 for Levant_N, and 0.011 ± 0.013 for Iran_N, 

indicating Iranian genetic contributions are not significant, or were adequately explained by 

modern Armenian contributions.   

Homozygosity analysis was performed to see if the isolation of NLMM was distinct from that of 

other groups within Lebanon that we explored.  Figure 8 indicates distinct homozygosity 

inbreeding coefficients associated with each population.  Both the NLMM and OLC are 

relatively isolated communities, though with different histories.  The Sunni and Shiia populations 

may have more regional immigrations, but consanguineous autozygosity is also present in the 

population.  Both the inbreeding coefficients and runs of homozygosity present similar features 

to each other for all populations, except for the Shiia, which carry some samples with low 

inbreeding coefficient estimates, not reflected in the ROH estimates, and all show individuals 

with very high homozygosity in all four populations.  The modal inbreeding coefficients for 



NLMM are largest across all groups, indicating higher typical inbreeding, though the range of 

variations is strongly overlapping across populations.  The Christian individuals do not contain 

the tail of very strongly homozygous samples suggestive of consanguineous autozygosity as the 

Muslim samples do. 

Discussion 

The NETWORK, UPGMA individual clustering and BATWING analyses indicate that the L1b 

Levantine STR cluster branches carry diversity that took around 5ky to generate, and shared a 

common ancestor 7,300 years ago that had immigrated to the Levant from the Caucasus. 

Migration from the Caucasus was likely triggered by the amelioration of the climate and induced 

migratory events in search for better habitats throughout the Northern Levant.  There was a 

major climatic event around  8,200 years ago that caused severe drought throughout the Levant 

and most of Europe and southwest Asia46. After that event multiple expansion events took place 

across Southwest Asia, reaching ultimately as far as the earliest Indus Valley Harappans47.   

In the Levant, these migrants must have arrived in the region, splitting into different groups, such 

as the Northern Lebanese Mountains population, between 5,000-4,600 years ago. All 

archeological evidence recovered to date from various locations in Mount Lebanon provide dates 

that are consistent with our DNA findings, all suggesting assimilation into community life in the 

Lebanese Mountains around the early Bronze age (5,000 years ago)9; 10.  

The Lebanese Northern Mountains with their hilly topography constituted a suitable habitat for 

the Levantine travelers, providing many shelters, lush and verdant spaces with good 

precipitation. The inhabitants of Northern Lebanon have therefore been present since at least the 

early Bronze age as attested by archeological findings. Interestingly, the modern genetic record 



indicates complete affiliation with the Maronite faith, without the conversions to Islam observed 

in the regions outside of the northern Lebanese mountains.  

The L1b haplogroup showed different frequencies and haplotype differentiation among regional 

and religious grouping in Lebanon. L1b was almost exclusively present in the Maronites of 

Mount Lebanon and is nearly absent in any of the other religious groups tested. This haplogroup 

is also nearly absent from most of the Levant and the rest of Southwest Asia while it is present in 

Turkey and the Caucasus.  Two important  observations can be stated about the haplotype 

differentiation of this haplogroup in the Levant.  First, there is substantial geographical structure 

seen in the Levant. The Network analyses identified STR branches that are pretty strongly 

localized to Mount Lebanon highlands (L1b NLMM). Second, this L1b NLMM is exclusively 

Maronite and it is present within a more diverse, but geographically restricted Levantine branch 

(L1b Levant). These observations indicate that the L1b NLMM marked by UEP2 has remained 

relatively isolated with very little emigration over its estimated 5,000 year history. Otherwise we 

would have observed UEP2 members in other regions. The Euclidean distance-based UPGMA 

heat map clusters support the NETWORK results showing distinctive clusters of STRs strongly 

connected to the northern mountains of Lebanon. UEP3 appears to be much more broadly 

distributed in Lebanon with some random sample of its STR haplotypes appearing in the 

NLMM, it would appear this branch evolved in the Levant, with relatively recent immigration 

into the NLMM.  Both UEP2 and UEP3 have very similar ages, with very slightly older UEP3 

dates than for UEP2.  UEP4 is another non-NLMM Lebanese cluster that shares a similar age 

with UEP2 and 3.   

One observation is that the NLMM community was not completely isolated.  Other UEPs 

besides UEP2 that appear to be rooted elsewhere in Lebanon include individuals now living in 



the NLMM community, so immigration into the region occurred.  Further, it is likely some of the 

inhabitants left genetic traces as far as Italy, suggesting that NLMM inhabitants participated in 

Lebanese emigrations over history.  However, the numbers are quite low, perhaps due to the 

small population size in the region.  Such low numbers would reduce the likelihood that STR 

haplotypes carried by NLMM emigrants would fix in the population rather than being lost to 

drift. 

Y haplogroups show religious affinities in Lebanon16, with L1b being notably Maronite.  The 

NLMM UEP2 cluster offers no evidence that its members participated in the expansion of the 

Maronite faith into regions outside of the Northern Lebanese mountains since its haplotypes are 

not found outside of the mountains, though as noted above, given the relatively small NLMM 

population, the emigrant lineages from NLMM impacting the spread of the Maronite Church 

could have failed to fix in the population due to drift.  Meanwhile, the other Lebanese UEP3 and 

UEP4 groups are largely Maronite with a few Muslim members, though they appear not to 

represent NLMM rooted lineages, and split from UEP2 much earlier than the establishment of 

the Maronite Church.  The haplogroup affinities and expansion associations further emphasize 

the isolation of the NLMM UEP2 group, which reflects the general very long-term resistance to 

successful emigration of member lineages of that population in general. 

While the two Sicilian individuals among Lebanese UEPs may have also been the descendants of 

Phoenician sailors there is another more plausible explanation. In 1584 the Maronite College of 

Rome was founded to form a cultural bridge between the Christians of the Levant and Rome48 . It 

happened also that this College was established by a Maronite Patriarch from the mountains of 

North Lebanon. The College remained active for 228 years and was instrumental in instituting 

similar cultural  and practices on both sides of the Mediterranean that are still observed today. 



The College  staff of clerical and lay people provided education to several hundreds of disciples 

from various age groups, not limited to Lebanon alone but also included Maronites from 

neighboring Syria and Cyprus. Most of these disciples would arrive to Italy from North Lebanon 

through Sicily. In fact, Sicily constituted a major hub of interaction between the Maronite 

community and Europe throughout most of the 16th and 17th Centuries. Among the names of the 

disciples of the Maronite College a substantial number came from the northern Lebanese 

mountains and it is not unlikely that the two Sicilian Levantine L1bs came to Sicily as part of the 

cultural exchange activities between Rome and the Christians of the Levant.   

PCA, ADMIXTURE, Figure 7, and qpGraph suggests that North Lebanese Mountain Maronites 

bear a distinctive ancestral Fertile Crescent genetic component far above every other population 

in the region.  However, qpAdm explains its composition with much stronger statistical 

agreement with its model than qpGraph offered, but restricts these to expansions listed in the 

“right-hand” population list, marking admixtures represented among those expansions.  qpGraph, 

PCA, and ADMIXTURE all reflect the ancient population component preserved in the LNMM, 

while qpAdm appears to pick up more recent admixture events. Given our selection of 

populations, local populations that ADMIXTURE picked up will tend to be projected out by the 

F4 scores.  However, the qpAdm admixture model results are also very consistent with the L1b 

results identifying an admixture event into the North Lebanese Mountain populations that 

originated in more northern populations, which was a much more recent event than the early 

basal expansion suggested by qpGraph.    

In general, all populations within Lebanon present similar pictures of homozygosity, with 

NLMM’s modal homozygosity scores being largest among groups, yet the ranges of all groups 



tend to overlap.  Muslim populations appear to present some autozygosity.  This suggests that all 

the populations are isolated, though with distinctive features specific to each.   

 The PCA also showed affinity between the “Other Christian Lebanese” (primarily Orthodox 

Catholic community members long present in Beirut) and Cyprus.  The other communities 

showed population similarities with other regions typical of what was observed in prior Y-

chromosome studies of Lebanon16; 18. 

Conclusion 

We now believe that the Levantine L1b group split from the Caucasus around 7,300 years ago 

and migrated to the Levant, with different branches inhabiting coastal and inland hills areas.  The 

L1b immigration marks one of possibly several layers of immigrations into an otherwise 

genetically highly isolated population.  Migration from the Caucasus was likely triggered by the 

amelioration of the climate and induced migratory events in search for better habitats throughout 

the Northern Levant.  Differential religious expansions into populations into NLMM vs. the rest 

of Lebanon are clearly seen in the L1b haplotype STR haplogroup clusters, indicating cultural 

barriers marked by the transmission of L1b lineages, highlighting the value of uniparental 

haplogroups and STR haplotypes in probing historical events among these populations. 

 

 

  



Figures Legends 

 

Figure 1. Map showing the geographical location and the frequency of the L1b M20 samples 

included in this study. The sizes of the circles correspond to the frequencies of the respective 

populations. 

Figure 2. Reduced median network of L1b M20 showing STR haplotype distribution among 

populations; area is proportional to haplotype frequency, and color indicates populations. 

Connecting lines represent putative phylogenetic relationships between haplotypes. The three 

heavily localized branches that share a common root from the L1b network are assigned on the 

figure as UEP2, UEP3, and UEP4. Color code: Arabia - purple, Caucasus - brown, Egypt - yellow, 

Greece - blue, Italy - pink, Levant - dark green, Libya - light blue, NLMM - light green, 

Mesopotamia - orange, and Turkey - red.   

Figure 3. Heatmap showing Euclidean distances between samples based on STRs clustered by 

UPGMA. Color code: Arabia - purple, Caucasus - brown, Egypt - yellow, Greece - blue, Italy - 

pink, Levant - dark green, Libya - light blue, NLMM - light green, Mesopotamia - orange, and 

Turkey - red. 

Figure 4. UPGMA clustering using Arlequin RST distances between populations based on L1b 

STRs. GRE = Greece, CAU = Caucasus, TUR = Turkey, MES = Mesopotamia, ARA = Arabia, 

EGY = Egypt, NLMM = North Lebanon Mountain Maronites, LEV = Levant, ITL = Italy, LIB = 

Libya. 

 

Figure 5. MDS plot of Rst distances between populations derived from L1b Y-STR data in 

Supplementary Table S3. GRE = Greece, CAU = Caucasus (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, 

Kurdistan, Russian Federation), TUR = Turkey, MES = Mesopotamia, ARA = Arabian Peninsula 

(Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE), EGY = Egypt, NLMM = North Lebanon Mountain 

Maronites, LEV = Levant (Non-LNM Lebanon, Syria, Cyprus), ITL = Italy, LIB = Libya. 

 

Figure 6. PCA computed and displayed for the full list of populations indicated in 

Supplementary Table 2&6. a. PCA components 1 and 2 for recent and ancient regional 

populations, highlighting differentiation of NLMM from all other regional populations. b.  

Mutual information scaling for principal components indicating shared bitwise genotypic 

information between samples and principal components. 

 



Figure 7. ADMIXTURE plot for admixtures computed on the full population list with populations 

plotted listed in Supplementary Table 2&6. ADMIXTURE ancestral components computed for 

regional populations with K=4 and 5 shows that NLMM contains the strongest regional 

representation of an ancestral component found distributed among Levantine and Fertile Crescent 

populations.  

Figure 8.  Plots of homozygosity computed a by coancestry, and b runs of homozygosity between 

strands per sample, showing a frequency chart as a fiddle diagram, and median and 95% quantiles 

of the fixation coefficients. 

  



 Tables: 

 

 

Table1. Haplogroup L1b M20 frequencies in Lebanon and surrounding regions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Region 
Nb. L1b (M20) 

Hg 
Total 

Population 
Frequency Source 

Lebanon 43 1403 3.06% Present Study; Zalloua, 200918 

Turkey 13 452 2.88% Cinnioğlu, 200421 

Armenia 11 1010 1.09% 
Hovhannisyan, 201422; Weale, 

200123 

Palestine 3 365 0.82% Zalloua, 200819 

Iran 4 520 0.77% 
Pereira, 200924; Zalloua, 

200918 

Kuwait 1 159 0.63% Zalloua, 200918; Rebai, 2015a25 

Cyprus 1 166 0.60% 
Zalloua, 200819; Zalloua, 

200918 

Libya 1 175 0.57% Rebai, 2015b26 

Syria 3 552 0.54% 
Zalloua, 200819; Zalloua, 

200918 

Caucasus 8 1525 0.52% Balanovsky, 201149 



Mutation model L1b TMRCA UEP1 TMRCA UEP2 TMRCA UEP3 TMRCA UEP4 TMRCA 

Zhivotovsky 36 (21 – 71) 27 (12 – 57) 16 (7.9 – 33) 17 (8.4 – 35) 17 (8.4 – 35) 

Burgarella lmMR 11.5 (8.0 – 19.2) 9.0 (4.8 – 16.5) 5.5 (3.0 – 9.7) 5.7 (3.2 – 9.9) 5.8 (3.2 – 9.8) 

Shi OMR 10.9 (7.5 – 19.2) 8.2 (4.3 – 16.9) 5.0 (2.8 – 9.4) 5.2 (2.9 – 9.5) 5.4 (3.0 – 9.9) 

Burgarella OMR 11.9 (8.2 – 20.2) 9.1 (4.7 – 17.7) 5.6 (3.1 – 10.0) 5.8 (3.2 – 10.2) 5.9 (3.3 – 10.6) 

Table 2a: STR derived time estimates based on L1b samples.  “OMR” = “observed mutation rates” by both 

Shi et al43 and Burgarella et al42, “lmMR” = “logistic model mutation rates” by Burgarella et al – each with 

30 year generation times, and Zhivotovsky “EMR” = “evolutionary mutation rates” estimated by 

Zhivotovsky45 with 25 yr generation times.  A recalibrated evolutionary mutation rate “rEMR” by Shi et al 

differed from the Zhivotovsky EMR in an STR not included in these analyses, so was identical to the 

Zhivotovsky EMR for our purposes.  Shi et al also presented summary parameters for the other references. 

 

 

Mutation model L1b TMRCA UEP5 UEP1 TMRCA UEP2 TMRCA UEP3 TMRCA UEP4 TMRCA 

Zhivotovsky 20 (13 – 28) 15 (6.9 – 23) 9.6 (4.9 – 17) 10 (5.1 – 17) 9.9 (5.0 – 18) 

Burgarella lmMR 10.6 (7.4 – 14.6) 6.4 (4.3 – 10.2) 4.3 (2.6 – 6.8) 4.3 (2.6 – 6.8) 4.5 (2.8 – 7.2) 

Shi OMR 10.8 (7.4 – 15.1) 7.3 (4.5 – 10.7) 4.6 (2.8 – 7.8) 4.8 (3.1 – 7.9) 4.6 (2.8 – 7.5) 

Burgarella OMR 9.8 (7.5 – 13.8) 7.5 (4.8 – 10.5) 5.1 (3.1 – 8.2) 5.2 (3.2 – 7.9) 5.2 (3.2 – 8.5) 

Table 2b. STR derived time estimates based on all haplogroups.  UEP5 marks all the L1b’s among all the 

samples, and it is used to compute L1b’s TMRCA.  “OMR” = “observed mutation rates” by both Shi et al43 

and Burgarella et al42, “lmMR” = “logistic model mutation rates” by Burgarella et al – each with 30 year 

generation times, and Zhivotovsky “EMR” = “evolutionary mutation rates” estimated by Zhivotovsky45 

with 25 yr generation times.  A recalibrated evolutionary mutation rate “rEMR” by Shi et al differed from 

the Zhivotovsky EMR in an STR not included in these analyses, so was identical to the Zhivotovsky EMR 

for our purposes.  Shi et al also presented summary parameters for the other references. 
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